MICHAELMAS TERM EVENTS
2019/20 Academic Year
**Tuesday 1 October, 16.30-18.00**
CBG.104, 1st Floor, New Centre Building, LSE

**South-South itineraries: alternative routes for mutual learning between Latin America and Southeast Asia**

This roundtable discussion is part of the Decolonising the LSE Week series of events.

**Guest speakers:**

- **Dr Audrey Alejandro** is Assistant Professor in the Department of Methodology, LSE.
- **Miss Tin Alvarez** is a PhD Candidate at The Bartlett Development Planning Unit, UCL.
- **Dr May Ngo** is a Research Fellow at the Oriental Institute, Czech Academy of Science.
- **Dr Mara Nogueira** is Fellow in Human Geography in the Department of Geography and Environment, LSE.

**Chair:** Prof. Hyun Bang Shin, LSE SEAC Director


---

**Thursday 17 October, 16.30-18.00**
Old.410, 4th Floor, Old Building, LSE

**Southeast Asia Discussion Series: Land sharing experiences in Thailand and Cambodia: What lessons for land and housing policy for the urban poor?**

- **Dr Paul Rabé** is Senior Expert at the Urban Land Governance, IHS and coordinator of the Urban Knowledge Network Asia (UKNA) at the International Institute for Asian Studies and will be speaking on the topic of land sharing in Cambodia and Thailand.

**Chair:** Prof. Hyun Bang Shin, LSE SEAC Director

**LSE SOUTHEAST ASIA FORUM**

**Tuesday 29 October, 09.00-18.00**

Shaw Library, Old Building, LSE

**PROGRAMME**

**Keynote Lecture:** Partnership and Sustainability for Thailand and ASEAN for the Future

**Panel I:** SEAC #urbanisation theme: Smart Cities in Southeast Asia

**Panel II:** SEAC #connectivity theme: The impact of the Belt and Road Initiative on infrastructure and politics in Southeast Asia

**Panel III:** SEAC #governance theme: Electoral politics in Southeast Asia from a grassroots perspective

**KEY SPEAKERS**

- **H.E. Mr Pisanu Suvanajata,** Ambassador of Thailand to the United Kingdom
- **Dame Minouche Shafik,** Director, LSE
- **Prof. Lily Kong,** President of Singapore Management University
- **Prof. Nymia Simbulan,** Vice Chancellor (Academic Affairs), University of the Philippines Manila
- **Prof. Richard Griffiths,**
- **Dr Suraya Ismail,** Director, Khazanah Research Institute
- **Ms Elisa Sutanudjaja:** Director, Rujak Center for Urban Studies

[lse.ac.uk/seac/seaf]
Thursday 7 November, 17.00-18.30
Thai Theatre, New Academic Building, LSE
Southeast Asia Discussion Series: Social Media and Politics in Southeast Asia

Dr Merlyna Lim is an Associate Professor and Canada Research Chair in Digital Media and Global Network Society, Carleton University.

Chair: Prof. Hyun Bang Shin, LSE SEAC Director


---

Thursday 21 November, 16.30-18.00
CBG.105, New Centre Building, 1st floor, Room 5, LSE
Southeast Asia Discussion Series: Civil society elites and Cambodian civil society today

Dr. Astrid Norén-Nilsson is Associate Senior Lecturer at the Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies, Lund University.

Chair: Prof. Hyun Bang Shin, LSE SEAC Director


---

Thursday 28 November, 18.30-20.00
Wolfson Theatre, New Academic Building, LSE
Public Lecture: Who is the Middle Class, and what are they up to? Reflections from Jakarta

Prof. AbdouMaliq Simone is Senior Professorial Fellow, Urban Institute, Sheffield and Honorary Professor of Urban Studies, Cape Town. He will be speaking on the making of an urban middle class across Southeast Asia.

Chair: Prof. Hyun Bang Shin, LSE SEAC Director

Tuesday 3 December, 18.30-20.00
Sumeet Valrani Lecture Theatre, 1st floor,
New Centre Building, LSE
Book Launch: “Neoliberal Urbanism,
Contested Cities and Housing in
Asia”
Hosted jointly with the Department of
Geography and Environment

Prof. Hyun Bang Shin is Professor of
Geography and Urban Studies,
Department of Geography and
Environment, and Director of Saw Swee
Hock Southeast Asia Centre, LSE.

Dr. Yi Ling Chen is Associate Professor
and Director of International Studies, in
the School of Politics, Public Affairs and
International Studies, University of
Colorado Boulder
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